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PYTHON: AN EXPERT SQUEEZER 

LEON STERLING AND YOSSI NYGATE* 

D PYTHON is an expert system for recognizing and performing squeeze plays, 
an advanced strategy in the game of bridge. It performs, in its limited 
domain, at a truly expert standard, comparable to players of national 
ranking. The development of PYTHON illustrates how a well-constructed 
logical solution to a simple case of a problem can be extended in several 
different directions, yielding new results and a powerful program. PYTHON'S 

core recognizes when a simple squeeze exists according to well-established 
theory. The core was extended to handle more complicated squeezes, also 
described by theory, making PYTHON'S performance truly expert. The core 
was also extended to generate a plan for playing squeezes which has been 
successfully executed by a separate bridge-playing program. Finally, meth- 
ods were added for recognizing and executing squeezes not covered by 
existing theory, by analogy with the other methods. a 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes PYTHON, a rule-based program for recognizing squeezes, an 
advanced strategy in the game of bridge. We encoded, and enhanced where 
necessary, the knowledge in the classic text on squeezes written by Love [2]. PYTHON 
has achieved genuine expert performance. It successfully solves all the examples 
posed in textbooks [1,2]. It performs better on these examples than some expert 
players of national standard of our acquaintance. More impressively, it discovered 
an error in a complicated squeeze position discussed by Goren [l]. 

The principal objective in this paper is not, however, bridge-related. We present 
PYTHON as an application of logic programming which demonstrates the power of 
formulating a solution to a simple problem as a logic program. After translating the 
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theory for simple squeezes into a cleanly written program, we were easily able to 
extend the program in several ways. The theory for more complicated squeezes was 
translated by adding a minimum of new predicates, usually based on existing 
definitions which were extended as necessary. A plan for executing the squeezes was 

added, based on concepts embodied in the predicates. The program was also 
extended for a new type of squeeze not covered by Love’s theory by defining new 
concepts suggested by analogy with the initial program. Implementing each exten- 
sion was relatively straightforward. 

A common problem for papers describing expert systems is the necessity for the 
reader to have sufficient background in the domain of the expert system to 
understand why the system is interesting. We have structured the paper to take this 
difficulty into consideration. 

Section 2 presents the problem addressed by PYTHON. The basic concepts of 
playing cards needed to understand the paper are presented, together with a simple 
example of a squeeze. We also briefly describe an exhaustive search program for 
solving squeeze problems. Its exponentially deteriorating performance shows why an 
expert system is needed for what may seem superficially to be a trivial problem. 

The main part of the paper, Section 3, presents simple squeeze recognition. We 
demonstrate that logic programming is a most suitable paradigm for our applica- 
tion, and describe how the theory given by Love is readily translated to PROLOG. 

The next two sections discuss extensions to the initial version of PYTHON. Section 
4 explains how the code for recognizing simple squeezes was modified to recognize 
double squeezes. The changes to existing concepts and introduction of new concepts 
typified the changes that were needed for handling the more complicated squeezes 
covered by Love’s theory. Code for these extra squeezes (triple squeezes, repeating 
squeezes, and trump squeezes) is given in the Appendix, together with examples of 
the squeeze positions. Section 5 shows how to generate a plan for executing 
squeezes, a topic not covered by Love’s theory. All extensions to PYTHON were 
facilitated by the clarity of the initial code. 

For the reader familiar with bridge, PYTHON can be considered an executable 
textbook. The clear declarative knowledge is suitable for study. A budding bridge 
master could use it to become expert. Readers unfamiliar with bridge should 
appreciate that logical rules are a natural way of expressing the concepts in Love’s 

text. 
An implicit objective of the paper is to demonstrate the ease of program 

development in PROLOG. As bridge concepts are introduced, we present the 
corresponding code implementing the concepts. Our presentation is a mixture of 
top-down and bottom-up, with decisions about representation abstracted away for 
most purposes. The discussion in fact closely resembles the actual program develop- 
ment. 

The development of PYTHON took approximately 6 man-months. Two-thirds of 
the development time was spent handling the easy case, deciding on an appropriate 
representation, and ensuring that the code was as explicit as possible in its use of 
knowledge. Note that the clarity of code occasionally belies the complexity of the 
underlying concepts. 

For the statistically minded, PYTHON comprises 281 PROLOG clauses (1400 lines 
of code). Of these, 160 rules (57% of the clauses) are for recognizing the squeezes, 
and 121 clauses (43%) are for the output routines. Each problem is solved in a few 
seconds running C-PROLOG on a VAX 780 under UNIX. 
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2. THE PROBLEM 

Building an expert bridge player is a real challenge for artificial intelligence. Bridge, 
like chess and go, is a game commonly held to require intelligence to play well. 
Unlike chess, however, little progress has been made with computer programs to 
play bridge. A recent book [9] highlights the poor level of current programs for 

playing bridge. 
Successful programs have only been written for small parts of bridge. Examples 

are Waterman’s [lo] and Stanier’s [8] bidding programs, and Quinlan’s program [6] 
for locating missing bridge honors. All of these, and many more programs such as 
PYTHON, would need to be absorbed by a bridge expert. 

2.1. Basic Rules and Terminology 

Some knowledge of bridge is necessary for a reader to understand PYTHON. 

Fortunately, squeeze play does not involve the full complexity of the game. All that 
one needs to know to follow the examples presented in this paper are basic concepts 
common to many card games. In particular, the relative values of the cards must be 
known, as well as the concepts of following suit and winning tricks. These, and 
definitions of terms to be used through the paper, are given here. Some of the bridge 
rules are simplified to apply only for squeeze play. 

There are two partnerships of two players each. The players are named North 
and his partner South, East and his partner West. Declarer refers to the partnership 
of North and South, while East and West are known as the defenders. 

The fifty-two cards are divided into four suits of thirteen cards each, and ranked 
A, K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 in each suit. The suits are 4 spades, 0 
hearts, + diamonds and + clubs. 

South leads by playing the first card. 

Each player takes it in turn to play a card, i.e. place it open-faced on the table. 
The play proceeds clockwise according to compass directions. 

Each player must follow to the suit that was led, that is, play a card in that suit. 
A player who cannot follow suit must discard any one of his cards. 

The sequence of four cards, one played by each player, is called a trick. 

The player who plays the highest card in the suit that was led wins the trick. 

The player who won the previous trick plays the first card of the next trick. 

The cards played to each trick are removed from the game. 

The object of the game for each partnership is to win the maximum number of 
tricks. 

2.2. Winning Tricks 

In simple cases, it can be seen exactly how many tricks a partnership can win. The 
partnership plays tops, that is, those cards which are higher than the highest 
opponent’s card, each suit being considered individually. Each top can win a trick. 

For example, in the left-hand diagram in Figure 1, Declarer has one top, the 4A. 
By playing it, he can win one trick in the suit. In the right-hand diagram in Figure 1, 
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WEST 
4: Q, J, 7 

FIGURE 1. 

NORTH NORTH 
4,: A,6,2 h:A,J,5 

EAST WEST EAST 
4: 10,9, 8 4,: 8,7,6 4: Q,4,2 

SOUTH SOUTH 
4: $43 h:K,10,3 

Two suit holdings. 

Declarer has two tops, the 4A and 4K. By playing them on separate tricks, 
Declarer can win two tricks in the suit. 

During the game Declarer can see what cards he has and what cards the 
defenders have played, and so can infer what cards are missing in each suit, i.e. the 
cards still held by the defenders. These missing cards will be referred to as 
the outstanding curds. The outstanding cards are 4: Q, J, 10, 9, 8, 7 in the left-hand 
diagram in Figure 1. Note that although Declarer may know the outstanding cards, 
he does not know how they are divided between the defenders. 

2.3. A Simple Squeeze 

There exist a class of plays called squeezes, where extra tricks can be created for 
Declarer if the defenders’ cards are divided in a particular way. The essence of a 
squeeze is playing a card which forces a defender to make a discard which allows 
Declarer to win an extra trick(s). The defender is said to be squeezed, and the 
configuration of cards a squeeze position. 

Figure 2 is a typical squeeze position. Declarer holds only two tops, the +A in 
South’s hand and the VA in North’s hand. Nevertheless, under the assumption that 
the cards are divided as shown, Declarer can win three tricks even if the defenders 
play to their best advantage. 

NORTH 

$Z,J 

WEST 
4: K 

ItiK3” 
41 

EAST 
4,: 10,9 

1’ 

4; 3 
SOUTH 
4,: 2 
v: 3 

FIGURE 2. A simple squeeze. 
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When South plays the +A, West is in a dilemma. He can either discard the e,K 
or the VQ (or VK). Let’s follow the play trick by trick in both cases. 

If West discards the h,K, then North will discard the 1)J and East the 43. South 
then plays his 03, West the OK, North the VA, and East a spade. To the last trick 
North leads the aQ, East plays another spade, South the 42, and West the VK; 
thus Declarer wins all three tricks. 

In order to simplify these explanations the previous play can be denoted in the 
following way: 

Trick 1: +A. hK, VJ, 43 

Trick 2: 03, VQ, VA, 49 
Trick 3: 4Q. 410, 42, VK 

The first card is the one played by the player who leads to the trick, followed by the 
cards played by the other players in their turn. 

The next possibility is that West discards the VQ (or equally well the K). The 
play would then develop as follows: 

Trick 1: +A, VQ, 4Q, 43 

Trick 2: 03, VK VA, 49 

Trick 3: VJ, 410, 42, 4K 

In this example West is squeezed by the play of the +A, since whatever he discards 
creates an extra trick for Declarer. 

The problem solved by PYTHON is to determine, given a particular configuration 
of cards held by Declarer, whether the outstanding cards can be divided between the 
defenders in such a way that one defender, or both, can be squeezed. 

2.4. Why brute force doesn’t work 

A classic AI solution to the problem of determining whether a squeeze is possible 
would be to search all possible hands exhaustively. We wrote such a program. 
Historically, this was written after PYTHON in response to comments by members of 
the second author’s MSc. Thesis committee. 

The exhaustive search program has two independent parts. A generator splits the 
outstanding cards into all possible distributions, and a tester checks whether for a 
given distribution Declarer can win all the tricks under all possible legal plays by 
East and West. The program, also written in PROLOG, is straightforward, and we 
will not describe it here. 

It is easy to see that the time required to generate all possible distributions of the 
outstanding cards and the time to test a given distribution are both highly exponen- 
tial in the number of cards held by Declarer. If each of the players has n cards left, 
there are 2n outstanding cards. These can be split in (2n)!/(n!)’ ways, all of which 
may have to be generated before the correct one is found. The tester also requires 
exponential time, since it has to check that if a certain winner is played, then for all 
discards by East and West Declarer can win all the remaining tricks. 

The infeasibility of exhaustive search was verified as shown in the table below. 
The entries in the table are average CPU times in seconds for solving squeeze 
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problems. The figures in parentheses describe the worst case. The asterisk indicates 
that the program ran for 24,000 seconds before being aborted: 

3 cards 4 cards 5 cards 

PYTHON 3.2 (4.2) 3.45 (5.1) 4.3 (6.4) 

Gen-and-test 25.2 (103) 231 (2756) 8647.5 (24,000*) 

Test 4.2 (33.1) 43.6 (293) 1459 (3072) 

Comparing PYTHON with the generate-and-test technique described above, one 
sees that PYTHON'S run times are far superior. Even if one created an informed 
generator to limit the number of test cases, the time required just for testing would 
prohibit the construction of a feasible solution to the problem of determining if a 
squeeze exists. 

3. SOLVING THE SIMPLE CASE: HOW LOVE CAN HELP 

The essence of Love’s theory [2] is that satisfying four conditions is necessary and 
sufficient for a squeeze position to exist in a given hand. The four conditions are 
encapsulated by the acronym BLUE. For the simple squeeze, the conditions are as 

follows; 

B: One defender is Busy in two suits. 

L: Declarer has only one Loser remaining. 

u: At least one threat lies in the upper hand. 

E: There will be an Entry to the established threat. 

The subsections in this section further explain and outline the implementation of 
each of the four conditions specified by BLUE. 

Our task in building PYTHON was to translate Love’s theory. Love’s description of 
the theory uses concepts which are intuitive for an expert bridge player, but are not 
explicitly described. We needed our bridge knowledge throughout, that of good club 
players, to formalize these concepts so they could be implemented in PYTHON. We 
believe that it is generally true that the design and construction of expert systems 
proceeds most smoothly when the knowledge engineers have knowledge of the 
domain, as in this case. 

Discussion of technical details is kept to a minimum in this paper. Details that 
are omitted can be found in [4] and [5]. The following conventions will be used 
throughout. The variables South, North, and Out (or Outstanding) represent the 
cards held by the players South, North, and the defenders, respectively. 

3. I. Losers 

The easiest one of Love’s conditions to understand is L. It concerns the number of 
losers Declarer has. The number of losers is defined in terms of the number of 
winners in Declarer’s hands. Calculating the number of winners is a basic concept 
of bridge and is discussed thoroughly in books on bridge for beginners, for example 
in [7]. 
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For simple cases the number of winners in each suit is the number of tricks that 
can be won in a suit by playing tops. In Figure 1, there is one winner in the 
left-hand diagram, and two winners in the right-hand one. Nevertheless, there can 
be more tops than winners, and vice versa. 

The relation losers( South, North,Outstanding, N) is used by PYTHON for calculat- 
ing losers. N is the number of losers Declarer has. The code for losers is straightfor- 
ward and omitted. 

3.2. Threats 

The next concept to be discussed is that of a threat, which, unlike losers, is not well 
defined in the literature. It required a considerable amount of our expertise, and 
several iterations, to formulate a satisfactory definition which correctly covered all 
examples. Many modifications were made before the final version was reached. We 
explain the concepts underlying a threat, as they pervade the code given in the 
paper, and show the level of detailed knowledge that was needed to build the expert 
system. 

If a defender, by discarding his lowest card in a suit, creates another winner for 
Declarer, then that suit is a threat suit and the defender is protecting the suit. 

In Figure 2, hearts is a threat suit with West protecting it. Suppose West discards 
his lowest heart, the Q. When Declarer plays the VA, West will have to play the 
OK and the VJ is now established as a winner. A similar situation exists in the 
spade suit. If West discards his lowest spade, the K, then Declarer’s Q will be 
established. 

The threat card is the highest nonwinner in a particular threat suit in North or 
South’s hand. Thus, a defender is protecting a suit if his highest card is higher than 
the threat card and the number of cards he has in that suit is one greater than the 
number of winners Declarer has in that suit. In our example the threat cards are the 
VJ and the 4Q. 

The relation threat(SouthSuit, North&it, OutSuit, ProtectingCards, Player, Dis- 
card) checks whether the suit held by South and North (in SouthSuit and NorthSuit 

respectively) is a threat suit, and that Player holds the threat card. It succeeds if the 
outstanding cards OutSuit can be split so that only one defender protects the suit, 
by holding ProtectingCards. Discard relates to a technical concept of unblocking 
discussed in the next subsection. 

The code checking for a threat suit is as follows: 

threat(South,North,Out,ProtectingCards,Player,Discard) :- 

suit_winners(South,North,Out,Winners,Player,ThreatCard), 

split(Out,ProtectingCards,RestCards), 

protect(ProtectingCards,ThreatCard,Winners), 

not protect(RestCards,ThreatCard,Winners), 

no_blockage(South,North,ProtectingCards,Player,Discard). 

Let us consider the predicates called by threat. 

suit_winners( South, North,Out, Winners, Player, ThreatCard) succeeds if the suit 
represented by South, North, and Out could be a threat suit. If so, the number 
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of winners Winners, the threat card ThreatCard, and the player Player holding 
it are returned. The predicate shares code with losers, mentioned above. 

split( Out, ProtectingCards, RestCards) splits Out so that one defender holds Pro- 
tectingcards and his partner holds RestCards. 

protect( Cards, ThreatCard, Winners) checks that the highest card in Cards is 
higher than ThreatCard, and that the length of Cards is greater than Winners. 

There is one complication that needs to be considered. A suit can be blocked, a 
technical concept which is explained in the next subsection. The predicate no 

-blockage checks whether there is a potential blockage of a suit. 

The behavior of threat is generate-and-test, where split generates potential 
holdings for the defenders and the two calls to protect test that exactly one defender 
is protecting the suit. Later in PYTHON’S development, some testing was pushed 
inside the generator to improve efficiency. 

We can now describe Love’s B condition that one defender must be busy in at 
least two threat suits. A player is busy in two threat suits if he is holding the 
protecting cards in both suits and Declarer has exactly one winner in the remaining 
suits. 

The relation two_threats(South, North, Out, Threats, Suits, Discard) implements 
Love’s condition. It is true if Threats is a list of the form [( Pl,Threatl ), 

(PZ,ThreatZ)], where Threat1 and Threat2 are two threat suits, and Pl and P2 are 
the players holding the threat cards in the respective threat suits. Threat suits are 
represented as a triple (S, N, P), where S is South’s holding in the threat suit, N is 
North’s holding, and P is a list of cards which protects the suit. Suits comprises the 
cards of North and South in the remaining two suits together with the remaining 
outstanding cards. 

The two threat suits are found by successively checking Declarer’s four suits. The 
predicate threat is used to check whether an individual suit constitutes a threat suit. 

Note that the busy defender’s hand is not explicitly constructed. It is composed 
of the protecting cards in both threat suits. Also note that there is no check that the 
busy hand has the correct number of cards. This is guaranteed by the theory. 

3.3. Blockage 

One of the many problems facing bridge players is the concept of suit blockage. Our 
initial formalization of threat suits did not discuss blockage. The need for explicitly 
handling unblocking arose in debugging the concept of threat. 

Blocked suits are illustrated by the two hands in Figure 3. They are very similar; 
only one card has been swapped between North and South’s hands. But for the 
purposes of squeezes (and other bridge tactics) there is a critical difference. 

Let us consider the spade suit by itself. In the left-hand deal in Figure 3, Declarer 
can play the spades in such a way that either North or South can win the last trick. 

South wins the trick by the play 

Trick 1: 47, hJ, h,A, 43 

Trick 2: 410, 44, h,K, 4Q 

Trick 3: 49, 02, 48, 45 
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WEST 
4: Q,J 
0: Q.2 

NORTH NORTH 
4:A,10,8 4: A, 10,9 
9: 3 v: 3 

EAST WEST EAST 

SOUTH 
4,: K,9,7 
9: A 

4,: 5,4,3 e:Q,J 4,: 5.43 
v: 4 V: Q, 2 9,: 4 

SOUTH 

si A”’ tc7 
FIGURE 3. Blockage of suits. 

North wins the trick by the play 

Trick 1: W, 4J, 48, 43 

Trick 2: 49, WY aA, 44 

Trick 2: 410, 4% 47, V2 

In the right-hand deal, even though the combined North and South holdings are 
the same, there is no way for Declarer to play only spades and for South to win two 
spade tricks. This example shows the essence of blockage, winners being prevented 
from winning tricks by the presence of higher cards. A technique called unblocking 
can sometimes help. The idea is to discard the highest nonwinner in a blocked suit 
before the winners in that suit are cashed. For example, the play in the right-hand 
deal in Figure 3 could develop as follows: 

Trick 1: +A, v2, 410, 04 

Trick 2: 47, 4J, 4A, 43 

Trick 3: 49, 44, 6 M 

Trick 4: 4% VQ, V3, 45 

By unblocking the spade suit on the play of the +A, South can win the last trick 
in spades. In the context of squeeze play, this is important when discussing threat 
cards. Not only must a card constitute a threat (i.e. become a winner if the squeezed 
defender discards a card in that suit), but also the suit must not be blocked. 

The predicate no_blockage(South, North, ProtectingCards, Player, Discard) 
checks for no blockage in the threat suit held by Player (either north or south). 
South’s, North’s, and the squeezed defender’s holdings in the threat suit are South, 
North, and ProtectingCards respectively. If the suit is not blocked, then Discard 
remains uninstantiated. If the suit is blocked but unblocking can be accomplished, 
then Discard is instantiated to the name of the blocked suit. 

Goren [l] provides a fairly good intuitive explanation of blocked suits. The 
authors formalized this concept for squeeze play and developed the following rules 
to check for no blockage in a threat suit held by South. Justification for the rules is 
omitted: 

A suit is not blocked if the threat card in South’s hand is higher than some card 
in North’s hand (as in the left-hand deal in Figure 3). 
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A suit is not blocked if South holds more cards in the threat suit than North. 

A suit can be unblocked if North has no card in the squeeze suit and the number 
of winners North and South hold in the threat suit is one less than the number 
of cards held by North. 

The code corresponding to the rules is 

no_blockage(South,North,Protect,south,Discard) :- 

highest_non_winner(South,Protect,Cardl), 

lowest_non_winner(North,Protect,Card2), 

Card2 < Cardl. 

no_blockage(South,North,Protect,south,Discard) :- 

length(South,Lengthl), 

length(North,LengthZ), 

Length2 < Lengthl. 

no_blockage(South,North,Protect,south,Suit) :- 

number_higher(South,Protect,Higherl), 

number_higher(North,Protect,Higher2), 

Iength(North,Length), 

Length is Higher1 + Higher2 + 1, 

squeeze_suit(South,Suit). 

3.4. Upper + Entries 

The conditions Upper and Entries are best implemented together. They determine 
which player can be squeezed. The concepts are explained clearly in Love’s book: 

Of Declarer’s two hands, the one that lies at the left of the victim is called the upper hand; 
the one at the right, the fewer hand. For a defender to be squeezed at least one threat card 
must lie in the upper hand. 

This implies that a necessary condition for a squeeze to succeed against either 
defender is that there must be one threat card in each hand. The reasoning is as 
follows: If two threat cards lie in North’s hand, then the squeeze cannot succeed 
against East for lack of a threat card in the upper hand (South). Contrariwise, if one 
threat card is in North’s hand and one threat card in South’s, there exists a threat 
card in the upper hand against both defenders. 

The Entries condition for a simple squeeze is that “there will be an entry to play 
the established threat card”. Love found that there were three classes of positions 
which satisfy the combined conditions of u and E: 

El: North (the hand opposite the squeeze card) holds a winner in his threat suit, 
and South holds a small card in that suit. 

E*: North holds a winner and a small card in South’s threat suit, provided 
further that if East is the victim, South also holds a winner in his own threat 
suit. 
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Ed: North holds a winner in South’s threat suit, and South a winner in North’s 

threat suit. 

Therefore, in discussing entries, it is necessary to classify the position and specify 
the squeeze card. Making this information explicit leads to clear, declarative code. It 
is also vital for the extensions to PYTHON. 

The predicate squeeze_suit( Suits, Discard, Squeezer) checks that Declarer has 
one winner in the other suits Suits and finds the Squeezer and whether unblocking 
(if necessary as specified by Discard) can be accomplished. 

The relation entty(Threats,Squeezer, EntryType) determines the EntryType of a 
squeeze position if Threats is the list of the two threat suits and the players who 
hold them. Squeezer is the player with the squeeze card. 

The positions E; can be further subdivided. For example, with entry position Ed, 

type ell signifies that only one defender can be squeezed (because both threat cards 
lie in one hand) and type eZ2 that either defender can be squeezed (because there is 
one threat card in each hand). Similarly, e32 means that the entry position is E3 and 
that either defender can be squeezed. In entry position E2 there is one threat card in 
each hand, but for the squeeze to succeed against either defender South must have a 
winner in his own threat suit; e21 and e22 are defined accordingly. The conditions 
are easily implemented; an example clause is given for the type ell: 

entry(Threats,south,ell) :- 

north_threats(Threats,NThreats), length(NThreats,2), 

member(Threat,NThreat), winner(north,Threat), small(south,Threat). 

The predicate north-threats finds the threat suits held by North, and the predicates 
winner and small do what they ought. 

The commonest entry position is E,. In the advanced squeezes whenever an entry 
is required it is of type E*. 

The code for entry avoids duplication by assuming that the squeezer is South. If 
the squeezer is North, the appropriate hands are exchanged. 

3.5. Love is All There Is 

It can now be verified that all the conditions of BLUE hold against West in Figure 2. 
He is busy protecting spades and hearts; Declarer has two winners out of his three 
cards, so he has one Loser. There are two threat cards in the upper hand, so the 
entry position is ell. If West’s and East’s cards were exchanged, the squeeze would 
not work against East for lack of u. If we exchanged North’s and South’s spade 
holding, then a simple squeeze would succeed against either player who held the 

4K and vK,Q. 
The relation for recognizing a squeeze is squeeze(South, North, Outstanding). It 

is true if the cards can be divided in such a way that the squeeze applies. It 
implements Love’s BLUE conditions by using the predicates losers, two-threats, 
squeeze-suit, and entry discussed above. The code is in Figure 4. 

The code above does not explicitly specify which defender is being squeezed, nor 
does it construct his hand. We know that a squeeze position exists without this 
explicit information. However, the information is implicit. We enhanced PYTHON to 
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squeeze( South,North,Out) :- 

losers( South,North,Out ,l) , 

two_threats( South,North,Out,Threats,Suits,Discard) , 

squeeze_suit(Suits,Discard,Squeezer) , 

entry( Threats,Squeezer,EntryType) . 

FIGURE 4. BLUE: top level of PYTHON. 

extract who was being squeezed by adding the predicate squeezed(Squeezer, En- 
tryType,Squeezed) to the code in Figure 4. A table of facts is used to implement 
squeezed, one entry in the table being 

squeezed(south,ell,west). 

A further enhancement allowed PYTHON to construct the squeezed defender’s hand, 
which could be displayed or used as needed. 

4. SOLVING MORE DIFFICULT SQUEEZES 

There are many different types of squeezes, all of which aim to win extra tricks by 
forcing the defenders to discard cards which are protecting threat suits. Most good 
bridge players include the simple squeeze in their repertoire of strategies. There are, 
however, other more complex squeezes that are known to only the best players. 
These squeezes are relatively rare, and their quirks require a lot of effort to 
remember. One can become a very proficient bridge player without knowing these 
com$ex squeezes, but to be a true expert they are a necessity. 

The power of Love’s BLUE acronym and of the logic-programming paradigm is 
demonstrated by the ease in extending concepts to cover the difficult squeezes, and 
the directness of their implementation in PYTHON. Representing the small modifica- 
tions and extensions to BLUE in PYTHON created a program that is truly expert in its 
recognition of squeeze positions. 

This section shows what was involved in making the extension for one class of 
squeezes, double squeezes. The amount of extra code, number of new predicates, 
and extra concepts needed were typical of the other squeezes which were added to 

PYTHON and are mentioned at the end of this section. 
In simple squeezes, only one defender is squeezed; his partner plays no signifi- 

cant part. The double squeeze occurs when Declarer has one loser remaining, but 
where both defenders are involved. One defender protects one threat suit, his 
partner a second, while they both protect a third suit. Thus there are three threat 
suits, one of which is of a new type where both players protect the suit. 

Figure 5 is an example of a double squeeze. When South plays a spade, West 
must discard a club, otherwise the +8 is established. North now discards the 
diamond, and East is now in a simple squeeze position. In this example, the threat 
suits are diamonds, protected by West; hearts, protected by East; and clubs, 
protected by both. 
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The top-level code is very similar to the simple squeeze in Figure 4: 

squeeze(South,North,Out) :- 

losers(South,North,Out,l), 

two_threats(South,North,Out,Threats,Suits,Discard), 

both_threat(Suits,BothThreat,Suitsl,Discard), 

squeeze_suit(Suitsl,Discard,Squeezer), 

both_entries([BothThreatiT’hreats],Squeezer,Entry). 

Two new predicates, representing two new concepts, need to be defined, namely 
both-threat and both-entries. The goal squeezed, specifying who is being squeezed, is 
not needed. Both players are squeezed if the double squeeze succeeds. 

A threat suit is a suit where only one defender protects the suit, while a both 
threat suit is a suit which both defenders protect. Clubs is a both threat suit in 
Figure 5. Implementing both-threat involved only a minor change to the definition 
of threat given in the previous section, namely removing the call to not in the goal 
not protect/j. 

Entry conditions for double squeezes are complicated, and we relied on Love’s 
formulation in his book. We omit the technical details, which can be found in [4]. 

Love provided four possible Upper and Entry conditions for the double squeeze. 
Two of the rules and their translations are shown: 

(1) North (opposite the squeeze card) holds one threat with no winner and an 
entry in the both threat suit: 

both_entries([BothThreat ]Threats],south,both) :- 
north_threat(Threats,[NThreat]), 
no_wmner(NThreat), 
entry(BothThreat). 

This entry position holds in Figure 5. 

NORTH 

g; 

:ii,, 
WEST EAST 
41 
V: $9 
+:Q 
4~: Q, J :Ac,9 

SOUTH 

2;; 

:is 

FIGURE 5. A double squeeze. 
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(2) North holds two threats with no winners, South holds the both threat suit, 
and North and South both hold entries in the both threat suit: 

both_entries([BothThreat]Threats],south,both) :- 
north threats(Threats,[NThreatl,NThreat2]), 
no_wmner(NThreatl), 

no_winner(NThreat2), 
entry(BothThreat), 
entry_rev(BothThreat). 

Of necessity all entries for double squeezes are of type E,. The predicate 
entry checks whether there is an entry of this type from South’s hand to 
North’s in suit Suit, while entry_reu correspondingly checks for an entry from 
North’s hand to South’s. 

Another class of complex squeezes is the three-suit squeeze. This is a logical 
extension of the simple squeeze where one defender has the burden of protecting 
two suits while Declarer has but one loser. In the three-suit squeeze, one defender is 
solely responsible for three suits while Declarer has two losers. How many extra 
tricks are created? There is an elegant answer. If every discard by the defender not 
only creates one extra trick, but now a simple squeeze exists, then Declarer gains 
two extra tricks. This is known as a repeating squeeze. However, if there exists a 
discard that generates one extra trick but now the conditions for a simple squeeze 
do not hold, then this is known as a triple squeeze. 

The three-suit squeeze was found to be troublesome for experts to analyze. Many 
bridge players believe that a three-suit squeeze nearly always produces two extra 
tricks. This is very far from true. Indeed, testing PYTHON on examples found in a 
text by Goren [l], a world authority, revealed an erroneous example of a repeating 
squeeze. 

Love’s analysis of when squeeze positions exist is excellent but not complete. The 
recognition of trump squeezes was not covered by a definitive theory. Love did, 
however, provide several examples of these rare squeezes. PYTHON provided an ideal 
framework for experimenting with developing rules for recognizing them. Our 
experience with implementing the conditions of BLUE gave us confidence to formu- 
late conditions by developing concepts similar to those used in other squeezes. By 
analogy with the extensions made to the simple squeeze to recognize the double and 
extended threat repeating squeeze, extensions to BLUE were made for trump squeezes. 
We needed to define a new type of threat, the trump threat, and clarify the resulting 
new entry positions. The necessary extensions were surprisingly minor. 

Code and positions for triple squeezes, repeating squeezes, and trump squeezes 
are in the Appendix. 

5. EXECUTING SQUEEZES 

Love’s theory determines whether a squeeze position exists given a favorable 
distribution of the defenders’ cards. It does not specify, however, how to play the 
cards to exploit the squeeze position and gain extra tricks. In this section, we discuss 
how constructing a plan is a straightforward addition to the initial code. 
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An analysis of simple squeezes showed that knowledge of the squeeze card, 
squeezed defender, entry position, and threat suits is sufficient to generate a plan for 
playing the cards to exploit the squeeze position. For entry position ell the plan is: 

(1) Play the squeeze card, and discard from North the lowest card in the suit not 
discarded from West. 

(2) Cash South’s winners (if any). 

(3) Cash North’s winners. 

One can verify this plan for the example of the simple squeeze in Figure 2. 
Similar, though more complex, plans were developed for all the other simple and 
triple squeezes. 

An expert bridge-playing program which knows about squeezes must be able to 
execute such a plan. The above plan prescribes the cards to be played at each trick 
in order to cash winners and generate extra trick(s). PYTHON is not a bridge-playing 
program and does not execute plans. However, we extended it to package the 
information necessary for generating plans to execute squeezes. 

The information needed to generate these plans is readily available in PYTHON. 
We modified the relation scheme for squeeze, adding an extra argument, Plan, 
which contains the packaged information. The definition of squeeze_suit was 
modified to take into account the squeeze card and squeeze suit. The top-level code 
for the simple squeeze becomes: 

squeeze(South,North,Out,plan(Squeezed,SqueezeSuit,Threats,Type)) :- 

losers(South,North,Out,l), 

two_threats(South,North,Out,Threats,Suits,Discard), 

squeeze_suit(Suits,Discard,Squeezer,SqueezeSuit), 

entries(Threats,Squeezer,EntryType), 

squeezed(Squeezer,EntryType,Squeezed). 

For the example in Figure 2, the packaged information for generating plans is 
plan(west, clubs, [hearts,spades], el 1). 

To test this aspect of PYTHON, the packaged information was given to an 
experimental bridge-playing program Hibrid [3]. Hibrid knows the basic concepts of 
bridge playing and some simple tactics such as cashing winners and trumping losers. 
An extra tactic was added to Hibrid for playing squeezes, which allowed the 
variable discard in step 1 above. It could use the information available together with 
its own tactics to execute a squeeze. The plan was tested by presenting Hibrid with 
potential squeeze positions. PYTHON was called to extract the information for 
generating a plan, which was duly followed. When the cards were divided favorably, 
Hibrid executed the squeeze and successfully created the extra trick. 

To the best of our knowledge, these plans shared between PYTHON and Hibrid 
constitute the first axiomatization of executing squeezes. Specific details of the plan 
are in [4]. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

PYTHON has proven to be a very powerful program. It successfully solved all the 
examples tried in the textbooks [l], [2], and [7]. It outperforms all the expert bridge 
players in our acquaintance. It found an error in an example of a squeeze from a 
book written by a well-known bridge player and author [l]. 

PYTHON'S development is a good example of expert-system development. A 
powerful expert system was created by translating textbook knowledge into a logic 
program. The development was facilitated by the knowledge engineer having 
considerable knowledge in the domain. Using PROLOG and an essentially top-down 
program development methodology led to readable code, which was easy to design 
and change, and is consistent with the way humans approach problem solving. The 
example code in this paper glosses over representational details, namely the exact 
form of the underlying data structures. The problem could be described without 
worrying about the implementation of low-level structures. The more advanced 
squeezes were implemented almost immediately. As more squeeze classes became 
known, the amount of code in common with those already defined was remarkable. 
Implementing the repeating squeeze on top of the triple squeeze required the 
addition of only four more clauses. The cleanness of this approach was noticeable in 
the insignificant amount of code that was discarded during the development of the 
program. 

It has been interesting to observe the improvement in our bridge play attributable 
to building PYTHON. Having to specify to the program how to recognize and execute 
squeezes increased our understanding. The second author, who was the primary 
author of PYTHON, recognized and executed considerably more simple squeezes at 
the bridge table in social play and in competitions. 

More complicated squeezes were not as readily recognized. One reason is their 
relative infrequency of appearance at the bridge table. More important is the 
difficulty of remembering and recognizing the complex entry positions. Indeed, this 
is why experts did not perform well on the examples we gave. For these complex 

end plays, PYTHON is unsurpassed. 

APPENDIX 

The Triple and Repeating Squeeze 

Figure 6 is an example of a triple squeeze, while Figure 7 contains a repeating 
squeeze. The interested reader can try to verify the validity of these squeeze 
positions. 

The top-level code for the three-suit squeeze is an extension of the code for the 
simple squeeze: 

squeeze(South,North,Outstanding) :- 

losers(South,North,Outstanding,2), 

three_threats(South,North,Outstanding,Threats,Suits,Discard), 

squeeze_suit(Suits,Discard,Squeezer), 

three_suit_entries(Threats,Squeezer,ExtSuit,Ent~Type), 

squeezed(Squeezer,EntryType,Squeezed). 
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NORTH 

$A,J 
+: J,9,2 

4: 
WEST EAST 

4: a: 
V: 0: KQ 
+: 4,3 +: Q, 10 
4.: 10, 9, 5 4: A 

SOUTH 

fi: 

+: K,6 
+: J 

FIGURE 6. A triple squeeze. 

NORTH 
4:K,9,8 

+I :’ 
Ay 3, 2 
10 

WEST 
4,: Q,J,7 

:i QT J, 7 
4: A 

SOUTH 
4,: A, 10,6 

Iti F’ 8, 6 
+: 

FIGURE 7. A repeating squeeze. 

The Extended Suit Repeating Squeeze 

squeeze(South,North,Out) :- 

losers(South,North,Out,2), 

three_threats(South,North,Out,Threats,Suits,Discard), 

extended_threat(Threats,Out,ExtSuit), 

squeeze_suit(Suits,Discard,Squeezer), 

three_suit_entries(Threats,Squeezer,ExtSuit,EntryType), 

squeezed(Squeezer,EntryType,Squeezed). 
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NORTH 
4: A,9,2 

WEST EAST 
4: K,6,5 4:Q,8 

SOUTH 

FIGURE 8. A simple trump squeeze. 

Trump squeezes 

Figure 8 is an example of a simple trump squeeze. Diamonds are the trump suit. 
West is the squeezed defender. When South plays the +6, the play can develop two 
ways, depending on whether West discards a heart or a spade. 

On a heart discard,the play develops as 

Trick 1: +6, VQY 42, V7 

Trick 2: )(4, OK, ))A, 98 

Trick 3: ()J, 09, 05, 45 

Trick 4: +A, 48, 43, 46 

Trick 5: 49, 4Q, W 4K 

On a spade discard, the play develops as 

Trick 1: +6, 45, VJ, 07 

Trick 2: 43, 46, 4A, 48 

Trick 3: 42, 4Qt W 4K 
Trick 4: 04, ()Q, VA, V8 

Trick 5: 49, 99, V5, OK 

The top-level code in PYTHON for recognizing the simple trump squeeze is as 
follows: 

squeeze(South,North,Outstanding) :- 

losers(South,North,Outstanding,l), 

one_threat(South,North,Outstanding,Threatl,Suits,Discard), 

trump_threat(Suits,TrumpThreat,Suitsl,Discard), 

trump_squeeze_suit(Suitsl,Discard,Squeezer,SqueezeSuit), 
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two_entries([TrumpThreat,Threatl],Squeezer,EntryType), 

squeezed(Squeezer,EnttyType,Squeezed). 

PYTHON was built while both authors were in the Department of Applied Mathematics at the Weizmann 

Institute. The first author was supported by the Dov Beigun postdoctoral fellowship, while the second 

author was supported by a studentship from the Feinberg graduate school. The generate-and-test 

solution, developed for comparison purposes, was built at CWRU, with support for the second author 
from the Center for Automation and Intelligent Systems Research. Constructive comments on previous 

versions were received from anonymous referees. 
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